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Your Invisible Advantage
How to Create a Culture of Innovation





Disruption is Accelerating



Casualties of Disruptive Innovation







Global Execs say…

Innovation = Top 5 Business Priority

Culture = #1 Innovation Priority



There's no formula. If there was a formula, a lot of 
companies would have bought their ability to innovate.

-- Tim Cook, CEO of Apple



• Competitive advantage is TEMPORARY

• CULTURE is today’s only advantage

• Every organization culture is UNIQUE



“Culture causes performance, 

not vice versa.”



Communication

We have an obligation to 

communicate. Here, we 

take the time to talk with 

one another… and to listen. 

We believe that information 

is meant to move and that 

information moves people.

Respect

We treat others as we 

would like to be treated 

ourselves. We do not 

tolerate abusive or 

disrespectful treatment.

Integrity

We work with customers and 

prospects openly, honestly and 

sincerely. When we say we will 

do something, we will do it; 

when we say we cannot or will 

not do something, then we 

won’t do it.

Excellence

We are satisfied with nothing 

less than the very best in 

everything we do. We will 

continue to raise the bar for 

everyone. The great fun here 

will be for all of us to discover 

just how good we can really be.

Corporate Values



1. Apple

2. Telstra

3. Uber

4. Atlassian

Who’s Values are These?







Culture Cycle



1. We don’t have time to innovate.

2. That’s the way we’ve always done it.

3. Risk-taking isn’t rewarded.

4. We tried that before (10 years ago) and it failed.

5. We can’t do anything until we have more data.

Innovation Killers



The Invisible Advantage Map



Be intentional with your 

innovation intent.

Strategy #1



Define Your Innovation Strategy

Small changes in 
processes, products, 
services, strategies, 
etc. (continuous 
improvement)

Incremental 

Innovation

Major advances in 
the core business for 
existing customers 
and markets  (next 
generation)

Evolutionary 

Innovation

Breakthroughs that 
change the game – new 
biz models, products, 
services (white space, 
blue oceans, etc.)

Disruptive

Innovation

Easier & low risk
Shorter term
Smaller investments

Harder & higher risk
Long term

New capabilities

70% 20% 10%

New Products New Services
New Policies & 

Programs
New Processes

New Customer 
Experiences

New Business 
Models



What business are you in?



“To improve our customers’ financial lives so profoundly 

they can’t imagine going back to the old way”













Innovation is the process of finding better, faster, and cheaper 
ways to improve service, create outstanding member experiences 
(simple, proactive, personal), create new products and services, 
and grow partnerships and revenue.







The Invisible Advantage Map



Fall in love with the problem, 

not the solution

Strategy #2







Follow Me Homes



Customer Office Hours







Member Roundtables









The Invisible Advantage Map



Measure what’s meaningful

Strategy #3



“What’s 
measured, 
improves”



BIG
Innovation is a top 5 Business Priority

Only 22% of companies have Innovation Metrics

Disconnect



Measure What’s Meaningful



International sales profits up from 20% to 70%



Measure What’s Meaningful

• Share of profit (vs. 

market share)

• Revenues from new 

products or services 

introduced in the past 

3 year(s)

• Revenues from 

products or services 

sold to new customer 

segments

Revenue

• Percentage of funding 

allotted to game 

changers vs. 

incremental 

innovation

• Percentage of senior 

executives’ time 

focused on the future

• Growth through 

partnerships

Leadership

• Number of ideas 

turned into innovation 

experiments

• Number of teams that 

submit projects to 

innovation awards

• Percentage of 

employees trained in 

the innovation 

process

Employees

• Number of projects 

that involve 

customers in the 

front-end innovation 

process

• Number of new 

products or service 

ideas that come from 

mining social 

networks

• Number of customers 

that help test and 

refine ideas

Customers



The Invisible Advantage Map



Give “worthless” rewards

Strategy #4





Rewards – Formal Rewards Should Beckon the 
Brand

1. Make strategic decisions

2. Continually assess how we work

3. Build efficient processes

4. Apply technology

5. Focus on speed





Annual “best failed idea” award

Failure parties

Posters: done is better than perfect



The Invisible Advantage Map



Grow people to 

grow the top line

Strategy #5



How many “Fs” are in the following paragraph?

Finished files are the result of years 

of scientific study combined with the 

experience of many years of practical 

financial application.



71%
of global companies don’t view their own leaders 

as ready to drive the business into the future









Market Development 

& Incubation Group

Solutions Division

Leadership Academy









The Invisible Advantage Map



The Leadership Imperative

1. Do we have a balanced (70-20-10) innovation growth strategy?

2. Do we truly use culture as a source of “invisible advantage?”

3. Who owns (and is driving) our innovation culture?



Thank You
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Soren Kaplan
skaplan@innovation-point.com
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